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HP Engage Go Fixed Mount
Expand where you can use your HP Engage GoMobile.1

Enable fixed and
self-service usage of your
HP Engage Go Mobile1, or
give it a secure storage
location, with the HP
Engage Go Fixed Mount,
which attaches securely to a
wall or swing arm.2

Built-in security
Quickly attach and detach your HP Engage Go Mobile1 to and from the mount with magnetic electromechanical locking and unlocking using HP Smart Dock
software.3 The handy LED on the release button confirms lock status.

Compatible with ergonomic accessories
Install on an optional swing arm2 through the integrated VESA pattern for positioning flexibility such as tilt, swivel, and height adjustment to suit your specific
environment.

Place it where you need it
Create a clutter-free workspace by mounting your HP Engage Mobile1 to a wall—in or out of the case. Add a layer of security with safety fingers that support vertical
mounting and help prevent accidental falls when the locking mechanism is released.

Additional Features
● VESA 75 and VESA 100 compliant.

● Built in HP Smart Dock software functionality and LED on the push release button that confirms lock status.

● Optional top and bottom finger support to secure and prevent the tablet from dropping when push release button is activated.
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Specifications

Dimensions (H x L xW) 7.58 x 3.39 x 4.53 in (192.5 x 86 x 115 mm)
With optional finger support: 10.21 x 3.80 x 4.53 in (259.4 x 96.6 x 115 mm)

Weight 2.16 lb (0.98 kg)

Compatibility/ System requirements VESA 75 & VESA 100 compatible

Service and support Three (3) year limited warranty with advance exchange when purchased from HP.

1 HP Engage Go Mobile sold separately. 2 Third-party swing arm sold separately. Adjustability features will vary by swing arm purchased. 3 HP Smart Dock feature is included on the HP Engage Go Mobile.
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